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Introduction
The Late Vin≠a settlement at Crkvine is in the village
Stubline, some 40km southwest of Belgrade (Fig. 1).
It is situated on an elevated plateau, 500 metres long
and 380 metres wide in the west, and 130 metres
wide in the east. The streams bordering the north
and south and sides of the plateau converge below
its narrower end, while there are many springs in
the immediate vicinity.
The first small-scale investigations at this site were
undertaken by Belgrade City Museum in 1967 in or-
der to establish basic information about the site stra-
tigraphy, whereupon it was already concluded that
this site offered unique opportunities for studying
the architecture and urbanisation of Vin≠a settle-
ments (Todorovi≤ 1967).
After investigations of limited scope carried out in
2006 (Simi≤, Crnobrnja 2008), we planned a detai-
led study of the entire site. A detailed field survey
was conducted at the end of the same year, while
geophysical investigations started in 2007. In the pe-
riod between 2007 and 2011, the settlement area of
77 600m2 was explored by geomagnetic mapping
(Fig. 2), which established the northern and southern
boundaries of the settlement. In the north, where
the terrain slopes more gently, the settlement boun-
dary consists of an anomaly indicating a double
trench; in the south, where the slope is steeper, the
recorded anomaly indicates a single trench. In the
central settlement zone, an anomaly was found that
indicated a trench from some earlier settlement
phase covered with rows of houses from the final
horizon of living in the settlement. By comparing
the intensity of geomagnetic anomalies (which were
checked on three occasions by excavations) and their
dimensions, the existence of over 200 houses within
the investigated area may be conjectured. The lon-
gitudinal axis of most houses is oriented north-north-
east-south-southwest. The houses are arranged in
many regular rows and at a small distance from each
other (the space between the houses in a row is
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smaller than the width of the houses). We also en-
countered a few open areas flanked with houses on
all four sides. The results obtained by geomagnetic
mapping made it possible to comprehend for the first
time an almost complete matrix of a single large
open Late Vin≠a settlement, which was surrounded
by trenches, and with densely arranged houses in an
almost planned layout. At the end of 2009, we be-
gan the geoelectric survey of the profiles, which in-
dicates so far that the anomalies noticed by geomag-
netic mapping date from the same building horizon
(750 metres of the profile were surveyed).
The archaeological excavations of the project also
started in 2008. The results obtained so far (cam-
paigns 2008–2010) have revealed that the geophysi-
cal investigations were exceptionally precise and
made possible the creation of a reliable key for their
interpretation and the planning of future investiga-
tions. There are no precise absolute dates for the fi-
nal building phase, but considering the characteris-
tics of the pottery finds and their analogues from
sites already dated, the last horizon of occupation of
this site could be dated to phase D–2 of Vin≠a cul-
ture, c. 4600 BC (Bori≤ 2009.234–236).
In the course of investigating one of the smallest
and, according to the geomagnetic mapping, rather
poorly preserved houses in the settlement (house 1/
2008; Crnobrnja, Simi≤ and Jankovi≤ 2010), we
were fortunate to discover an exceptional find – an
assemblage of 43 figurines, which is the subject of
this work.
At the very outset, I would like to emphasise that on
this occasion I will not go through some of the stan-
dard procedures found in most of the work on figu-
rines; or make a typological classification of the figu-
rines from Stubline, because there are no direct ana-
logues for them. Nor will I make an extensive review
of existing theories on the purpose of figurines, as
this has been discussed on many occasions (cf. Ste-
fan 2005–2006). On the other hand, I must mention
that for the basis of my methodological approach, I
borrow from the work of Peter Ucko (1962; 1968),
and an article by Richard Lesure (2002) in which,
despite the critical responses to it (ibid. 601–605),
there is a very interesting and inspiring suggestion
for taking a complex methodological approach to
studying figurines. The work of Douglas Bailey (2005)
provided not only an important guideline for me, but
was also an inspiration for a more universal under-
standing of the mutual relationship between figuri-
nes and the social contexts in which they originate.
It is necessary to mention the large number of figuri-
nes originating from the Vin≠a culture in Serbia and
the relatively small number of comprehensive works
which have treated them in a more complex way
(Srejovi≤ 1968), or which merely published certain
collections of figurines (Vasi≤ 1936; Tasi≤ 1973; Pe-
trovi≤, Kati≤ and Spasi≤ 2009).
Despite a seemingly exceptional opportunity to draw
various conclusions about the purpose of this assem-
blage, I did not want to take any risks. I was of the
opinion that their genuine purpose is difficult to
grasp, and that to seek that purpose would result
only in a set of clever assumptions. On the other
hand, this assemblage implies multifarious and multi-
layered meanings. The finding context of these fig-
urines, their disposition, and the technique of their
manufacture offer a unique possibility to deviate to
a certain extent from the study of the usual ques-
tions related to figurines about their cultic and reli-
gious aspects. I decided to analyse one of the indirect
messages which this assemblage could convey, a mes-
sage about social structure and the organisation of
communities in the final phase of Vin≠a culture, but
without pretending to provide conclusive answers.
Finding circumstances
The house where the figurines were found (Crno-
brnja, Simi≤ and Jankovi≤ 2010) is 9.1 x 4.8m and
corresponds to standard patterns of architecture and
interior organisation of the Late Vin≠a houses (Fig.
3). Another two figurines in a form common in that
Fig. 1. Site location and the Vin≠a culture settle-
ment mentioned in the text.
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period, and one clay model of a bucranium (0.2 x
0.3m) were also found in the house. Such objects
are usually associated with a cultic or religious pur-
pose. Also discovered in the house was a large quan-
tity of objects, as well as some fixed structures of a
mundane character – vessels for cooking, consum-
ption and food storage, an oven and hearth, a fixed
grindstone and a large fixed clay receptacle of unde-
termined purpose (altar?). It is conspicuous that
there is an overlapping of spheres, the purpose of
which could be roughly distinguished as sacred and
profane.
The figurines were placed on a secondary burnt floor
of packed earth (the floor in this house had no sub-
structure), in front of the south-west corner of a large
domed oven, i.e. its horseshoe-shaped firebox (Fig.
4). Most of the figurines (34 out of 43) were found
under a rather large section of collapsed wall daub
(Fig. 5). Before that, identical figurines had already
been found in the same zone: two were found some-
what further from the oven, and another two were
found next to the south-west corner, next to its south
side, together with 15 loom weights.1 On the peri-
phery of the assemblage, a fine whetstone with no
traces of use was found. Eleven whole and fragmen-
ted miniature models of tools or weapons (hammer-
axes, pickaxes, long tools with blade, mallets or sce-
ptres) were found next to the figurines (Fig. 6). The
area with figurines was flanked from the north and
south by burial pits of 18th century graves, so it could
not be claimed with certainty that the original num-
ber of figurines was recovered.
The assemblage of the figurines and oven in front
of which they was placed were located in the north,
better preserved section of the house. It has been
concluded on the basis of the microstratigraphic re-
search that above this section of the house (with fi-
xed clay receptacle, group of figurines and oven)
there could have been an upper structure which
could have been used as additional storage space
(Crnobrnja, Simi≤ and Jankovi≤ 2010.20).
Figurines – appearance and manufacture
The forty-three figurines are of almost identical ap-
pearance, except the central one, whose description
will be provided later (Pls. 1–3; Tab. 1). All other fi-
gurines have a stout cylindrical body with a bird-like
head, characteristic of the Late
Vin≠a period, with an oval
foot and small hole near the
right shoulder for inserting a
tool handle. There are no ad-
ditional anthropomorphic
marks (eyes, gender characte-
ristics, dress and the like), nor
additional ornament, and –
except for the central figure –
the surfaces were not additio-
nally treated or coated. 
All the figurines are made of
poorly refined clay of local
origin, with no larger admix-
tures. In contrast to most ves-
sels found inside the house,
neither ground stone nor pul-
verised pottery was added to
the clay. It seems on more
close inspection that they
were produced in great haste
and rather carelessly. In our
experimental production of
identical figurines, we conclu-
ded that they could literally
Fig. 2. Crkvine, Stubline. Magnetometric plan and location of house
1/2008.
1 The loom weights show traces of use.
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be shaped in five basic moves, and that a mere 60
to 90 seconds were enough to make one specimen.
Traces of careless and hasty production are also con-
spicuous on their surfaces:
● traces of fingers are conspicuous on the body of
most specimens; 
● two traces of carelessness could be detected on
the feet: first, the small hole necessary for stability
executed in one stroke; and the other is that the
feet are not fully circular due to the palm position
in the manufacturing process, and the finishing
touch is also lacking;
● the most obvious example of carelessness in exe-
cution is that when the perforations were made
for the handle of a model tool/weapon, the body
of the figurine was sometimes damaged (visible on
24 specimens), and the damage only roughly re-
paired without additional trimming (Fig. 7).
The only figurine which was somewhat more care-
fully modelled is the central and largest specimen
(Pl. 1.1). Its head is slightly different, and a spheri-
cally modelled cranium is discernible; besides the
standard bird-like face, the shoulders are also dis-
cernible and rounded (the hole for handle is on the
right). The cylindrical body resembles the shape of
standard Vin≠a figurines of that time, and the front
has contours which resemble stylised dress represen-
tation (or perhaps the contour of the standard Vin-
≠a figurine?). In contrast to the other figurines, its
surface is coated with slip and is more carefully fini-
shed. Much greater attention was paid to the pro-
duction of miniature tool models. The precise execu-
tion resulted in the production of exceptionally accu-
rate miniature copies of tools/weapons, but we shall
pay more attention to this later. Their surface was
smoothed, and the holes for handles carefully perfo-
rated. Seven miniature models are completely pre-
served (Pl. 2.A–F; 3.G–K), and among them we can
recognise the following artefacts: two types of ham-
mer-axes (Pl. 2.D, F), three variants of tools resem-
bling pick-axes (Pl. 2.C, E; 3.H) and three spherical
objects (Pl. 2.A; 3.I, J; mallets or sceptres?). Three
fragmented models have just half of the tool preser-
ved. Two of these are fragments of long implements
resembling pick-axes (Pl. 2.B; 3.K), while the forth has
a vertical blade on the end of long body (Pl. 3.G).
A figurine which roughly resembles the specimens
from Stubline (but does not have the hole for a han-
dle) was discovered at the site at Medjulu∫je (Petro-
vi≤, Kati≤ and Spasi≤ 2009.167, no. 231), and a mi-
niature model of an axe was also found at the same
site (ibid. 164, no. 227). Unfortunately, both objects
are chance finds lacking context. Two miniature mo-
dels of tools were also found at Kormadin near Ja-
kovo, but photographs have not been published (Jo-
vanovi≤ and Gli∏i≤ 1961.125).
The grouping of figurines within the context
Perhaps the most important fact for this and any fu-
ture analysis of the assemblage of figurines from
Stubline is that it was found in the original context.
It was found at the spot where it was used, and the
figurines were in their original positions.
Of the 43 figurines, it is possible to identify the pre-
cise positions within the arrangement for 38 of them,
while the remaining five were at smaller or greater
distances from the arrangement (the farthest is no.
39 at 1.18m), which could be ascribed to their dislo-
cation when the 18th century graves were excavated.
It is possible to distinguish eight groups of figurines
within the arrangement (Fig. 8). The central and at
the same time the largest group (I) consists of 10 fi-
gurines. The largest, central figurine was at its cen-
tre, surrounded by nine smaller ones of uniform
shape. This central group was surrounded by two
Fig. 3. Ground plan of house 01/2008 (after Crno-
brnja, Simi≤ and Jankovi≤ 2010.13, Fig. 5). 1 plat-
form with figurines. 2 oven no. 2. 3 altar. 4 quern.
5 zone with pottery. 6 oven no. 1. 7 pottery group
1. 8 bucranium. 9 beam impression. 10 pithos.
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circles of figurines. In the first circle, looking clock-
wise from the south, groups II (six figurines), III (six
figurines), IV (six figurines) and V (three figurines)
were arranged. The second ‘circle’ consists of groups
VI (three figurines) and VII (three figurines). We
must also note the isolated figurine no. 32, which
was located to the north of the central group at the
same distance as group VII; thus, because it was
found at the very edge of the recent burial pit, it
could be assumed that it belonged to the destroyed
group VIII.
Sex and gender identification
None of the figurines from the Stubline composition
has any sex or gender indicators. Complete and de-
tailed analyses of sex/gender identification of the
Vin≠a figurines have never been performed, but first
results indicate that most of the figurines do not
have pronounced sex/gender indicators, while some
have discernible characteristics of both sexes (Ta-
si≤ 2008.145; Milenkovi≤, Arsenijevi≤ 2010). What
could be said about these figurines regarding sex
and gender? I think that a sound answer could be of-
fered on the basis of the miniature models of tools
and weapons.
If one asks who could have used these tools/wea-
pons within the traditional division of labour, the
first association is with men. However, we will not
stop at a first association, but we should check the
admittedly rather meagre data from archaeological
investigations. So far, only
two published Late Neolithic
figurines carrying tools (sick-
le and axe) have been found
at Szegvár Tüzköves (Bori≤
1996.81; citing Korek 1987.
53, Fig. 14; Trogmayer 1990.
66–69, Abb. 52–84), and they
were also explained as repre-
sentations of men. At Gomo-
lava, only one excavated and
well documented necropolis
of Vin≠a culture (Bori≤ 1996;
Bori≤ 2005.222, Fig. 35) com-
prising 27 male skeletons has
been discovered (Stefanovi≤
2008). The position of axes
and flint sickle inserts in the
burials indicates that tools
were always placed above the
right shoulder of the decea-
sed (Bori≤ 1996.81).
Considering the similarity between the ‘iconic form
of representation in burial and particular figurine
iconography’, Du∏an Bori≤ has suggested that this
position of tools within two contemporary but neigh-
bouring cultures (Vin≠a and Tisza) could be explai-
ned as the representation of gender-specific separa-
tion in different media of corporeal display (Bori≤
on-line). When Bori≤ was preparing his presentation,
the Stubline figurines had not been discovered, and
it is important to mention that the necropolis at Go-
molava and the settlement at Stubline date from the
same period, and that the distance between them
is a mere 45km.
Let us recall once again that all the figurines from Stu-
bline have a small hole in the right shoulder for the
handle of a tool/weapon (Fig. 9). Could all the above
be sufficient to classify with great probability the fi-
gurines from Stubline as a group of male individuals?
The position of the figurines: why were they
there?
A comprehensive discussion of all aspects of the
three-dimensionality of the figurines and their im-
plications is offered by Douglas Bailey (2005.36–41).
I will try on this occasion to examine the importance
of understanding the spatial positioning of the figu-
rines.
It is important to note that the platform with the
figurines scene arrangement covered an area of
Fig. 4. Location of the figurines immediately before discovery. 1 section




around 1.2m2; given the internal
area of the house (around 44m2),
this is not insignificant. The dispo-
sition of figurines (as they were
found) and miniature models of tools
indicate that they had been comple-
ted and were not in the process of
manufacture, and that they were ca-
refully arranged in the position in
which they were discovered, i.e. that
we almost certainly found them in
their original position in the place
chosen for their disposition and use
(Fig. 10). It is almost certain that the
person who arranged them had not
intended them to remain in that po-
sition for long, nor in that position
within the house, where everyday
life was going on. The dimensions of
the figurines, their fragility (addi-
tionally increased because of the po-
sition of the tools), as well as the
space they occupied (around 1.2m2)
do not allow the possibility that they
were to have remained in that loca-
tion for a long period. Therefore, we
may conclude that the house that
contained them burnt down immediately after the
figurines were arranged in the position recorded in
2008 (hours rather than days after being positio-
ned). Knowing the cause of the fire might help us
discover something more about the purpose of the
arrangement. Therefore, we should consider how
some of the theories on the causes of fires which de-
stroyed houses in the Late Vin≠a settlement corre-
spond with the context in which the composition of
figurines at Stubline were found.
The ritual burning of houses at Late Neolithic sites
is a very popular theory (Stevanovi≤ 1997; Chap-
man 2000.111–112; Gheorghiu in press). If this
had been the cause of the destruction of house
1/2008 at Stubline, one possible explanation for the
composition could be related to some kind of memo-
rial, as a marker of the community occupying the
settlement before its ritual ‘closing’ (Chapman 2000.
112). Another possibility could be that the house
was destroyed in an accidental local fire. If this were
the case, then the question of purpose and meaning
of the arrangement would be entirely open and
could be related to any aspect of life. It would not
be possible to establish any correlation between the
cause of house destruction and the arrangement of
the figurines.
A third possibility suggested in the literature (Jova-
novi≤ 1979; Tasi≤ 1983; Drasovean 2007) is that the
house was destroyed as a consequence of the vio-
lent destruction of the settlement by outsiders. In
this case, we might suppose that the arrangement of
figurines was created as a response to an imminent
threat. If we take into account the characteristics no-
ted above (figurines made in great haste and equip-
ped (or armed?) in a hurry with tools/weapons; the
disposition of figurines resembling the disposition of
structures within the settlement, i.e. reminding us of
the position of ‘clans’ gathered around a ‘leader’)
and the assumption that the approach of a general
threat must have been anticipated, it could be asked,
although with the utmost caution, whether the crea-
tion of the composition could have been connected
with some external threat.
Similarity of conceptual patterns
As I have already mentioned, figurines are an almost
regular inventory in the Late Neolithic/Early Eneoli-
thic of the Balkans, as well as of Vin≠a culture itself.
Dragoslav Srejovi≤ noticed over four decades ago
that broken figurines in the Vin≠a culture are most-
ly found outside houses, while complete ones are
found inside (Srejovi≤ 1968). The figurines’ arrange-
Fig. 5. Composition of figurines in situ.
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ment from Stubline confirms this conclusion, but
also raises new questions. Was the arrangement of
figurines inside houses exceptional or customary,
which we do not recognise due to the low level of
investigation, and because the number of Late Vin-
≠a houses investigated is very small? Or did the
house have a special function? Although the find
from Stubline is hitherto unique, attention should be
drawn to the fact that a few more groups of figuri-
nes have been recorded for Vin≠a culture. I have in
mind seven figurines from house 1 at Selevac (Miloj-
kovi≤ 1990.400), seven figurines from house 23 at
Divostin (Bogdanovi≤ 1988.83) and four zoomor-
phic figurines (cattle) discovered in front of the oven
in the house at Belovode (πljivar, Jacanovi≤ 2005).
Particularly interesting from our point of view is the
group of figurines from Divostin. All the figurines
are basically of identical shape, with variations in
their decoration, but one (fragmented) was substan-
tially larger than the others (Tripkovi≤ 2010.21).
Boban Tripkovi≤ explains the groups of figurines
from Selevac and Divostin in relation to the clay mo-
del house with eight figurines from Platia Magoula
Zarkou (Gallis 1985) and recognises in them symbo-
lic representations of the household (Tripkovi≤ 2007.
38–39; 2010.21–23), and the possibility of assuming
on the basis of these figurines how large the house-
hold was and how its size changed (Tripkovi≤ 2007.
13, 39).
How reliable is the adoption of patterns from Platia
Magoula Zarkou and the attempt to apply them to
the Late Neolithic in Serbia? Could something that
functions as a model in Greece – i.e. in tell-type set-
tlements – be applied to another, entirely different
environment? Stubline, Selevac and Divostin are
large open settlements which, judging by the settle-
ment plan at Stubline (as most comprehensive), have
entirely different arrangements. There is no longer
a single dominant household (or family, no matter
how large) as the basic organisational unit within
the settlement; instead, the houses are in clusters,
forming the basic settlement matrix. It is possible
that both arrangements transfer through time the
voiceless imprint of life organisation at these two
places.
At Platia Magoula Zarkou, there is a settlement of
the tell type, and evidence that for someone in one
of the houses, it was very important to represent the
nucleus of the community – the family within one
household. The situation at Stubline is rather diffe-
rent – in the small house on the periphery of a large
and well-organised settlement, there was a group of
figurines, which, according to the analogy with Pla-
tia Magoula Zarkou, illustrates what was at that time
essential in that place, and that was the wider com-
munity.
But what could have constituted individual figuri-
nes in the composition from Stubline? While consi-
dering the answer to this question, the comparison
with the group of figurines from Platia Magoula Zar-
kou came to our attention. On the basis of the indi-
vidual characteristics of each figurine (size, shape,
ornament) these were identified as a few generations
of one family (Gallis 1985.22; Tripkovi≤ 2007.12).
The figurines from Stubline have no individual cha-
racteristics and, as we shall see, their position or role
in the group/community was determined by the
tool/weapon they were holding.
Thus when comparing the groups of figuri-
nes from Platia Magoula Zarkou and Stub-
line, we notice a few oppositions:
● Platia Magoula Zarkou – Stubline;
● Representation inside the house – repre-
sentation in open space;
● Individual household – wider commu-
nity;
● Emphasising individual characteristics –
negation of individuality;
● Head of the family – leader of the com-
munity;
● Genealogical division – functional divi-
sion.
The indirect similarity at one level of consi-
deration could be also identified in Vin≠aFig. 6. Detail of composition of figurines in situ.
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culture itself. When analysing the group of figuri-
nes from Divostin, Boban Tripkovi≤ (2010.22) iden-
tifies an indication of a pater familias in the largest
figurine, and on an analogy with the central figurine
from the Stubline composition concludes that: “the-
refore, in future, a detailed contextual analysis of
the figurines may actually be an important indica-
tor in the nature of interpersonal relations in the
Divostin and other Vin≠a households” (ibid. 23).
This conclusion alone may indicate the illogicality
that could lead further investigations in the wrong
direction. Are relations within a household the most
relevant for studying the social processes of Vin≠a
society? Is the household really the basic nucleus of
the matrix of large open Late Vin≠a settlements such
as Divostin, Selevac and Stubline?
I think that results obtained to date during investiga-
tions of the settlement at Stubline forewarn us that
focusing on the household as representative of the
social organisation of that time could lead in the
wrong direction. The household is quite as impor-
tant as in any other period, but it is more than evi-
dent that it physically does not form the basis of the
settlement matrix. The geomagnetic survey from
Stubline reveals a relatively high degree of settle-
ment organisation, with an apparent arrangement
of houses not only in rows, but also in groupings of
so-called ‘blocks concentrated around the open spa-
ces between them. In this case, in fact, a group of
houses (5–12) comprises the basic module of settle-
ment texture. The organisation of a single household
could, no doubt, indicate certain aspects of the social
process, but they would pri-
marily concern processes
within one family (or exten-
ded family). But is it sufficient
to think about organisation
on the wider community le-
vel only this basis? Although
their interaction is indubita-
ble, can we generalise social
processes within one house-
hold to the entire community,
or it is more reasonable to as-
sume that processes taking
place on a higher level (settle-
ment, group of settlements)
would have had much greater
influence on processes on the lower level (house-
hold)?2
The arrangement of figurines from Stubline suggests
a possible answer. A similarity in conception between
the groups of figurines from Divostin and Stubline
certainly exists, and is discernible in the suggestion
of hierarchy on two levels – within one household
(Divostin) and the wider community (Stubline). But
we must ask ourselves what kind of community could
represent the composition of figurines, or perhaps –
what group of communities they could represent.
Purpose of the figurines and messages they
convey
When we first published the preliminary results of
the investigations at Stubline, including the context
of the figurines’ arrangement, we stated that a detai-
led study of this group of figurines would be the to-
pic of another paper, but it should be mentioned
that regardless of whether this was a cultic group or
a game set, this exceptional find clearly indicates at
least two things:
● the transposition of a distinct system of thought
or beliefs from the level of community to the le-
vel of cultic practice, or a game had preceded the
act of production of this composition;
● the presence of 42 figurines of identical shape, and
one larger, more elaborately modelled specimen in
the centre of the composition, suggests the possible
existence of an acknowledged hierarchy in the com-
munity, or relates to the religious system of that com-
munity (Crnobrnja, Simi≤ and Jankovi≤ 2009.21).
Fig. 7. Examples of damage done during the making of holes for tools on
the figurines.
2 Later could be asked what size of the community was the largest common denominator, i.e. what was possible highest level of
organization in the time of Late Vin≠a. Should we consider the settlements, groups of settlements or regions? To what level of
social organization reached mutual recognition of ‘collectiveness’ and at what level started the recognition of ‘otherness’?
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In a review of our article, Lolita Nikolova (on-line)
offered a series of possible interpretations, including
that it was a group of figurines made by craftsmen
for exchange, story-tellers, a lineage-genealogical
symbolic group, and a cultic or game group. Boban
Tripkovi≤ (2010.22) quoted as our interpretation
three suggested possible purposes: the subject of cult,
a symbolic procession of warriors or game group.
It is interesting that both authors quoted from our
work the suggested purposes of figurines as literal
interpretations without attending to the more im-
portant elements and our reservations concerning
the suggested assumptions.
But the point is that this arrangement, regardless of
its genuine purpose (any of the assumed purposes
or any other which could come to mind) was made
by a person or persons on the basis of concepts in-
herent in their community. In the materialisation of
that pattern we could identify a distinct arrangement
of figurines and a clear illustration of hierarchy on
a level surpassing one household or group of house-
holds. I would also like to mention an interesting
article by Mihael Budja (1998) about objects usually
interpreted as seals, toys, and clay cylinders, which
the author identifies as clay tokens – supplementary
elements for counting.3 Perhaps each of our figuri-
nes also symbolises a certain number of individuals.
The number of figurines in the composition certain-
ly exceeds the number of members of one house-
hold, while their uniformity additionally indicates
that certain groups of figurines in the composition
could not be identified with members of the house-
hold. Did each figurine
represent one house-
hold, an extended fa-
mily or a distinct cate-
gory of people?
The message suggested
by the method of pro-
duction of the figuri-
nes is also interesting.
Although they are of
very simple and redu-
ced shape, the details
of their manufacture
say much about the
symbolism within this
composition. As we
have already emphasised, it seems that figurines
were rather carelessly made and that their form and
appearance were not very important in themselves,
for whoever made them or used them. Nevertheless,
the tools/weapons were exceptionally meticulously
executed. They are true copies of the originals and
could even be typologically identified from original
tools from other sites. The impression is that these
miniature models of tools/weapons are actually cru-
cial to understanding the symbolism of individual fi-
gurines within the composition.4
The disproportion in the attention and time invest-
ed in the production of the figurines in comparison
to the production of model tools suggets that for
whoever made and used them, it was more impor-
tant to clearly emphasise the different roles of indi-
viduals or groups in the community (through tools/
weapons) than the individuals (figurines) themsel-
ves.
Their basic human character, devoid of individual
personal characteristics, is indicated precisely by the
roughly denoted anthropomorphism of the figurines.
In fact, the meticulously executed tools/weapons
carry information about the distinctiveness of each
individual person within this strange composition.
This could indicate not only a vertical stratification
(hierarchy), but also a distinction of activities known
and understood by everyone, given the meaning of
certain occupations or roles played by individuals
and groups. Whether this could be understood as an
indication of horizontal stratification, i.e. the exis-
Fig. 8. Plan of disposition of figurines within composition.
3 M. Budja states that such finds are lacking within the territory of the Vin≠a culture (1998.226–227), but more recent finds from
Jablanica warn about their existence (Petrovi≤, Kati≤ and Spasi≤ 2009.167–168).
4 We cannot disregard the possibility that some figurines carried other objects of organic materials, which are not preserved.
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tence of a clear division of la-
bour within Vin≠a communi-
ties?
Regardless of its genuine pur-
pose, this arrangement of fi-
gurines is an unambiguously
symbolic representation of in-
dividuals (figurine) within a
given community (composi-
tion), and each individual role
was generally understood at
the time.
We may suggest, however,
that this was a representation
of a hierarchical community
with clearly assigned roles. It
seems that the personal cha-
racteristics of individuals
were subordinated to the
needs of the community and
that individuals found full ex-
pression within an already
assigned role, i.e. in a posi-
tion and assignment planned for that person that
was indispensable to the community.
Analysing the social structure of the Late Neolithic
on the Great Hungarian Plain, characterised by large
open settlements similar to those of Late Vin≠a, Wil-
liam Parkinson (1999.5) assumes four-tiered structu-
ral models: large, probably multi-family residential
groups, integrated into house clusters, which were
integrated into large villages, which, in turn, were
incorporated into three discrete spheres of intensive
interaction, which probably indicate some sort of su-
pra-village level of integration.
After comprehensive studies, Marko Por≠i≤ (2010.
361) concluded that there are no reasons to classify
Vin≠a societies as highly ranked or stratified, but
they could be classified as trans-egalitarian. 
Nevertheless, the traces of vertical social stratifica-
tion within the communities from which a group of
figurines from Divostin and the composition from
Stubline come are more than evident. And given the
figurines, which emphasise the institution of pater
familias on the family level (Divostin) and on the
settlement level or an even higher organisational le-
vel (Stubline), could this be simply ignored? The find
from Stubline is particularly interesting, because the
arrangement of the figurines in groups surrounding
a central group with the largest figurine at the cen-
tre indicates a hitherto unrecorded complexity. If
the finds from Divostin and Stubline really reflect di-
stinct vertical stratification (hierarchy) on many le-
vels within the community, indicating the comple-
xity of Vin≠a societies, we must certainly ask whe-
ther Vin≠a settlements could actually be described as
‘societies of houses’ and whether the absence of com-
munal and ritual structures really suggests the ab-
sence of a central authority in the village (Bori≤
2008)? Or could the conclusions offered by Bori≤ be
understood as the interim results of the hitherto low
level of investigations of Vin≠a settlements? Some re-
cently published work indicates the possible social
differentiation in Vin≠a culture. Por≠i≤ indicates that
there is a possible correlation between house size,
amount of inventory and the incidence of copper in
Divostin (Por≠i≤ 2010.209–213). After analysing in
detail many parameters, the same author also sug-
gests that the dimensions of certain Vin≠a settle-
ments approached the limit, after which the occur-
rence of social hierarchy could be assumed, i.e. that
the appearance of simultaneous hierarchy and ran-
king or the appearance of sequential hierarchy could
be assumed at many sites (ibid. 355). Also rather in-
teresting are the most recent results on the Late Vin-
≠a necropolis at Gomolava. The DNA analysis has re-
vealed that all 25 buried persons are male, and all
related, i.e. they could have been members of one
Fig. 9. Figurines with tools.
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patrilineal group, which could indicate the kinship
structure (Stefanovi≤ 2008.97–98).
Conclusion
The discovery of the composition of figurines from
Stubline is unique in the Neolithic of Southeast Eu-
rope. Despite the discovery of some other groups of
figurines, its uniqueness is evident in many ways:
● so far unrecorded finds of tools/weapons on figu-
rines (only 11 tools were found, but all figurines
have holes for inserting tool handles);
● clear context of discovery within the house;
● devised arrangement of figurines within a compo-
sition;
● found where they were used (in whatever way).
I think that after analysing the technology and qua-
lity of manufacture of the figurines and their arran-
gement in the composition, it
could be assumed with consi-
derable certainty that at Stub-
line, and very probably thro-
ughout the territory of Vin≠a
culture, society was vertically
stratified, i.e. hierarchical. 
Such a conclusion – or at
least, soundly based assum-
ption – raises a whole series
of questions related not to the
cult and religious systems that
are the most common aims in
the study of Neolithic figuri-
nes, but to the organisation of
the communities where they
were created, and whose con-
ceptual system was transpo-
sed into this composition and
materialised in it.
The evident existence of many
levels of organisation, which
could be perceived in the ar-
rangement of figurines in
many groups surrounding the
central group with the largest
figurine in its centre, indicates
the complexity of social orga-
nisation. Complexity of orga-
nisation on the settlement le-
vel could be assumed also on
the basis of the settlement
plan at Stubline obtained by
geomagnetic survey. But how far could the borders
of, conditionally speaking, the political units of Vin-
≠a society have extended? The demonstration of hie-
rarchy on the settlement level is a sufficient condi-
tion for assuming greater complexity on a higher, re-
gional level (Por≠i≤ 2010.354), and I also suggest a
possible similar complexity on the micro-regional le-
vel (Crnobrnja, Simi≤ and Jankovi≤ 2010.22; Crno-
brnja 2010). We must bear in mind that the size of
the given settlement – i.e. its population – depends
on the role the settlement has in satisfying its own
needs, as well those of the system to which it belongs.
The composition of figurines also poses the question
to what extent the horizontal stratification of the
Vin≠a societies was developed. As already mentio-
ned, all figurines except the central one are of uni-
form highly schematised form, with no ornaments
to suggest their individuality except for the miniature
Fig. 10. Reconstruction of the original position of figurines in the com-
position.
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models of tools/weapons they carried. We assumed
that this fact could indicate the possibility that in
the composition, the functions or roles of figures/in-
dividuals and not their personal characteristics were
more relevant. Could this fact also be transposed to
the community level and understood as an indicator
of differentiation within the community on the basis
of distinct occupations, i.e. roles assigned to indivi-
duals?
But, in the end, we should return to the composition
itself, its position and the meaning that it could have
had within the house where it was found. It is unique
to have a complex find in a clear context. The com-
position was discovered in front of the oven, and
the particular symbolism of ovens in Vin≠a culture is
confirmed in the production of their miniature mo-
dels (see Petrovi≤ 2001 for a discussion). I will not
discuss here the details of the cultic aspects of ovens
and hearths, but I would still like to ask the question
– is this simple analogy sufficient evidence for assu-
ming that the Stubline arrangement had a cultic pur-
pose? At this level of investigation, I would rather
point to some more reliable evidence. As noted ear-
lier, among other things, the final objective of the
production of the figurines was their planned arran-
gement denoting the roles of certain figurines in the
group with the models of the tools/weapons they
were carrying. Obviously, a complex pattern and a
story was told in the material. These facts raise im-
portant questions for the further study of figurines –
was this composition a story or segment of a story
which was generally known in the community, or
was it the result of momentary inspiration? Was this
a symbolic representation of the community struc-
ture in the Late Vin≠a period, or an idealised aspira-
tion for such a structure? If it was really the pattern
of thinking in the Vin≠a society, how we should pro-
ceed toward its recognition? Why were messages
about stratification in the society suggested by the
Stubline composition concealed in the investigations
conducted so far?
Considering all the questions raised by the figurines
from Stubline, we must also wonder which approach
should be taken in future investigations of Vin≠a cul-
ture, at least in Serbia. Investigations in Serbia, for
various, mostly financial reasons, have been focused
so far on single structures, or at best on a few dozen
structures within a single settlement (Vin≠a, Divo-
stin). The assumed area of most sites has been sup-
posed on the basis of rudimentary site surveys, while
the positions of excavated houses within the settle-
ments are not known, as is the case with the settle-
ment matrix. The message which the finds from
Stubline convey – the definitive existence of elabo-
rate vertical stratification and possible existence of
levels of integration higher than the settlement le-
vel – suggest that our energy should perhaps first be
directed to understanding settlements in their enti-
rety. The settlement as the clearly discernible high-
est unity of hierarchy should be the starting point,
and we should then continue by planning two sub-
sequent directions of investigation: firstly, to tackle
the lower organisational levels within the settlement
(house, household, group of houses), and secondly,
and much more difficult to understand, the possible
higher organisational levels (groups of settlements,
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1 I 67 35 – 45–1\2008
2 I 45 25 – 45–16\2008
3 I 41 23 + 45–3\2008
4 I 52 28 – 45–27\2008
5 I 46 26 + 45–29\2008
6 I 45 28 – 45–15\2008
7 I 45 23 + 45–13\2008
8 I 49 25 – 45–23\2008
9 I 37 19 + 45–2\2008
10 I 46 23 + 45–17\2008
11 II 41 28 + 45–28\2008
12 II 50 27 + 45–33\2008
13 II 41 24 – 45–10\2008
14 II 56 32 – 45–36\2008
15 II 58 30 + 45–32\2008
16 II 47 22 + 45–4\2008
17 III 47 25 + 45–21\2008
18 III 40 21 – 45–14\2008
19 III 40 24 + 45–11\2008
20 III 35 18 – 45–9\2008
21 III 41 21 + 45–5\2008










23 IV 63 31 – 45–50\2008
24 IV 48 28 – 45–51\2008
25 IV 55 34 – 45–52\2008
26 V 37 23 + 45–6\2008
27 V 43 24 + 45–19\2008
28 V 49 24 + 45–20\2008
29 V 52 25 + 45–25\2008
30 V 45 27 + 45–22\2008
31 V 36 24 + 45–8\2008
32 VIII(|) 33 16 + 78\2008
33 VI 57 32 – 45–41\2008
34 VI 53 31 – 45–37\2008
35 VI 56 28 + 45–30\2008
36 VII 55 31 + 45–31\2008
37 VII 41 23 – 45–12\2008
38 VII 55 26 – 45–35\2008
39 – 42 22 – 69\2008
40 – 51 26 + 45–18\2008
41 – 55 26 – 45–24\2008
42 – 51 26 + 45–26\2008
43 – 36 29 | 45–34\2008
Tab. 1. Figurines.
Letters in Group Length Registered
Plates 2–3 (mm) number
A I 14 45–38\2008
B I 33 45–39\2008
C I 34 45–40\2008
D II 25 45–42\2008
E II 32 45–43\2008
F III 25 45–44\2008
G III 33 45–45\2008
H IV 39 45–46\2008
I – 19 45–47\2008
J – 13 45–48\2008
K – 17 45–49\2008
Tab. 2. Tools/weapons.
